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Visual Effects in A Digital World: A Comprehensive Glossary of over 7,000 Visual Effects TermsMorgan Kaufmann, 2001
"Extensive, exhaustive, complete...Half the terms I didn't know! Every studio exec, director, producer, student and journalist should read this book cover to cover!"
Scott Ross, Co-Founder/CEO, Digital Domain 

"An indispensable tool for anyone working in the visual effects medium today." 
Marty Cohen, Post...
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Neutrino Oscillations: Present Status and Future PlansWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008
This book reviews the status of a very exciting field -- neutrino oscillations -- at a very important time. The fact that neutrinos have mass has only been proved in the last few years and the acceptance of that fact has opened up a whole new area of study to understand the fundamental parameters of the mixing matrix.
  The book summarizes the...
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Joe Grand's Best of Hardware, Wireless, & Game Console Hacking: Includes DVD with 20 Hacks in High-Res ColorSyngress Publishing, 2006
Before you start your hacking projects, you'll need the right arsenal of tools. For some hacks, you might need only a single screwdriver. For others, you could need a workshop complete with power tools and advanced electronic equipment. For the most part, it isn't necessary to have a world-class laboratory or top-of-the-line computer system to...
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Business Intelligence: Data Mining and Optimization for Decision MakingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Business intelligence is a broad category of applications and technologies for gathering, providing access to, and analyzing data for the purpose of helping enterprise users make better business decisions. The term implies having a comprehensive knowledge of all factors that affect a business, such as customers, competitors, business partners,...
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The Linux Kernel Module Programming GuideCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2009
Linux Kernel Module Programming Guide is for people who want to write kernel modules. It takes a hands-on approach starting with writing a small "hello, world" program, and quickly moves from there. Far from a boring text on programming, Linux Kernel Module Programming Guide has a lively style that entertains while it educates.         An...
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MCTS: Windows Server Virtualization Configuration Study Guide: (Exam 70-652)Sybex, 2009

	The MCTS is Windows Server Virtualization Configuring exam, and is Microsoft?s newest addition to their exam repertoire and tests candidates? ability to use Hyper-V and server virtualization as part of their network infrastructure solution. The exam targets IT professionals who are looking to enhance their skills and distinguish themselves...
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How to Buy a House with No (or Little) Money Down, 3rd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
The Ultimate guide to finding and financing a home
Almost everyone aspires to owning a home, but the reality of coming up with a large enough down payment often stands in the way of making that dream come true. No longer! How to Buy a House with No (or Little) Money Down has helped tens of thousands become homeowners, and now it's your turn!...
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Wireless Broadband HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 2001
Translate broadband wireless mumbo-jumbo into clear business terms
  No guide tackles and clarifies the chaotic acronym-ridden world of broadband wireless better than Wireless Broadband Handbook. Best-selling telecom author Regis "Bud" Bates has the formula to give you the "instant expertise" you need to compete and...
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The Facebook Era: Tapping Online Social Networks to Build Better Products, Reach New Audiences, and Sell More StuffPrentice Hall, 2009

	“People in all demographics and regions of the world are more connected than ever before to the products, issues, places, and individuals in their lives. This book recognizes that we’ve come to a place where people can represent their real identity--both personal and professional--and use the social filters...
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Moodle SecurityPackt Publishing, 2011

	Moving your classes and resources online with a Learning Management System such as Moodle opens up a whole world of possibilities for teaching your students. However, it also opens up a number of threats as your students, private information, and resources become vulnerable to cyber attacks. Learn how to safeguard Moodle to keep the bad guys...
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C++ Without Fear: A Beginner's Guide That Makes You Feel Smart (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	Many years ago, when I had to learn C overnight to make a living as a programmer
	(this was before C++), I would have given half my salary to find a mentor, a
	person would say, “Here are the potholes in the road...errors that you are sure to
	make in learning C. And here’s how to steer around them.” Instead, I had to...
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Pattern Recognition and Machine Intelligence: 4th International Conference, PReMI 2011, Moscow, Russia, June 27 - July 1, 2011, ProceedingsSpringer, 2011

	This volume contains the proceedings of the 4th International Conference on
	Pattern Recognition and Machine Intelligence (PReMI-2011) which was held at
	the National Research University Higher School of Economics (HSE), Moscow,
	Russia, during June 27 - July 1, 2011. This was the fourth conference in the
	series. The first three...
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